
Year 5 Weekly Homework Week Beginning 11th May 2020 

Hello Year 5’s, hope you have all had a good weekend. It is time for another round of work, please continue to practice 
all of the skills you have been taught in Year 5 by completing the activities below. Be safe and remember: if you are 
finding some of this learning challenging - think about what you could do to get out of the ‘learning pit’. Remember to 
use your growth mindset. 

     Times tables  
Practice your 6- and 7-times tables and their division facts. Ask your parents and siblings to test you. 
Remember knowing all your times tables will be vital next year.  
 
Number bonds: 
 
T- Number bonds to 50 write all the numbers between 0 and 50 on paper. Next to it add the number 
you can add to make the total 50.  
 
TT/TTT: Learn and memorise all of your number bonds to 1000 (in both powers of 10 e.g 400 + 600= 
1000, 570 +430= 1000 and numbers including ones, e.g 339+ 661= 1000 or 298+ 702= 1000) 
 
                                                                            Maths  
This week we are all going to be rounding.  
Listen to the song below it will help you remember how to round.  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdq2ckDsSbA 
Roll a dice two times and writ down the numbers you get.  E.g. 2      3  
Then write the number as a Decimal. E.g 2.3  
Now round the number to the nearest whole number  
Create 6 decimal numbers and round them to the nearest whole number 
Next step:  
Once you have completed this, throw the dice three times and write down the numbers you get. E.g  6 4 
9 
Then write a decimal number using those numbers e.g 6.49.  
Now round this to the nearest one decimal place.  
Create 6 more decimal numbers and round to the nearest one decimal place. 
 
Remember you can practice these skills on:  https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/index.html 
 
Additional Maths resources are available at:  
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z826n39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdq2ckDsSbA
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/index.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z826n39


 
Spellings  

 
 

 
Literacy 

Parenthesis is a word, phrase, or clause inserted into a sentence to add extra, subordinate or clarifying 
information. When a parenthesis is removed, the sentence still makes sense on its own. Parenthesis can be a 
comma ,  bracket ( ) or dash –  
Which of the following sentences use the correct punctuation for parenthesis: 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Write a short descriptive paragraph describing the scene.  

T: Include fronted adverbials (time, place, manner); -ly starter; 
Noun,who/which;  2A; BOYS; complex sentences. 

TT/TTT: as above but also include subordinating conjunctions, complex sentences: -ing –ed  starters: De: de 
sentences. 

Additional resources available at:  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zv48q6f 
 
Online games for English: 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zv48q6f  
NON-NEGOTIABLE: Read, read and read some more! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zv48q6f
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/punctuation
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zv48q6f


 
 
 

Topic 
Using recyclable material around your home, create a free standing space ship. 

Remember to get an adult to help you when handling scissors. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Science resources: What is Gravity?  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf66fg8/articles/zqbm3k7 
 
What is friction?  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zsxxsbk 
 
What is a force?  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvpp34j/articles/zywcrdm 
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